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Welcome Back!!!!!

Stuff To Know

Are you ready for
some technology?
Yes!!!

Me in the recording studio this summer
cutting tracks for an upcoming CD.

ALL THE
FOLLOWING
ARE AVAILABLE IN
B-010


I am available to co-plan,
co-teach, and work out just
about any other method for
the integration of
technology in your
classroom. I am a good
resource for ideas and
inspiration when you find
yourself in a bind trying to
find an activity that will
make the most appropriate
connection with a lesson.



Schedule a time to get
trained for the use of the
laptop carts.

Well…all righty
then!!!

Do you have...
1. Your HSofC web page created and
updated?
2. Laptop Cart Training completed?
3. This year’s TSAT (Teacher’s Self
Assessment Tool) completed using
MassOne?
4. Gradekeeper installed on your computer?
5. Your SPS email account activated (or if you’re a returning staff
member, cleaned up and maintained)?
6. Lesson plans that integrate the IB’s Design Cycle and Massachusetts Curriculum Frameworks using technology?
7. As good an understanding of the ways to utilize the capabilities
of both The Microsoft Office Suite of Software and Web 2.0
tools as you would like?

If not, come on down and see me in B-010.
We can set up time to make all this happen
and more!!!

No training = No
laptop cart use.


The Springfield Public
Schools has a district license for…

GradeKeeper
Please stop by B155 for details


E-mail and MassOne accounts are a necessary part
of what we do these days.
If you don’t have either
one, please stop by B155
and sign up for them.



If you’re planning on the
use of lap top carts, please
reserve one as early as you
can. Also, please be considerate of the needs of
your colleagues when planning the length of time
you’ll need the cart you’ll
be using.

